deduce the results presented here from those in Cbppel's hook by reinterpreting hand matrices as difference operators and then qoing from the discrete to the continuous. Put it seemed, in the end, more satisfactory and "sachqerecht" to argue directly in terms of band matrices. Perhaps someone else will he more successful in this translation effort. In any event, Clopel's book could be an inspiration to those studyinq hiinfinite hand matrices.
Here is an outline of the paper. In Section 2, it is proved that, for a strictly m- It is the purpose of this paper to characterize certain aspects of strictly -matrices in terms of their kernel. It is therefore important to realize that suc" matri-e' are essentially determined by their kernel. 
The notion of index is introduced here since A has index iff A is "invertible" ia certain weak sense. In the followina statement of this eouivalence, we iise the "i'acsequence 1, defined by know that it has at most one solution, the existence of a solution follows.
Conversely, assuming the existence of a solution for every i , consider the maps R -+ : a j-Z a c.
-j=0 -+ Hence A has index 1 . The construction of ci as in the proof boils down to wantinq
This forces a-and a+ to satisfy
the latter from (2.R) usina the fact that f-E '. In particular, since f + and fvanish alternately (though never together), this shows that c + = 0 iff c. 0
The proof of Proposition 2 yields the following additional facts. 
In other words, the matrix A(-) whose k-th column consists of the X.-sequence ck supply all the information needed to construct a basis for + and I-. Example 1 above shows that it is usually not sufficient for this purpose to consider fewer than m consecutive columns.
We conclude from (2.4) and Corollary 2 that, for any i and any r ) 0 , the columns the index of a Tbeplitz matrix as used, e.g., in rokhberg and Feldmann [7] . Further, if our Toeplitz matrix A has index, then the elements of 'a are not only bounded at * A but they actually no to zero there exponentially fast. Such exponential decay also occurs for general m-banded matrices, but only if the assumption that A have index can he strengthened to A having a bounded inverse (as a map on . , say).
Exponential decay. Exponential decay has been recognized as a characteristic
feature of the bounded inverse of a linear differential operator for some time. Massera and
Sch~ffer []P credit Perron [9] with having first observed this (for nonautonomous systems).
Further, they have introduced the term "(exponential) dichotomy" to describe the concomitant property of the kernel, i.e., of the linear space of solutions to the homogeneous problem, to break up into two subspaces with one consistino of those solutions which are bounded (decay exponentially) at -, and the other of those solutions which are bounded (decay exponentially) at +-. In addition, their notion of " (exponential) dichotomy" includes a certain uniformity with respect to the independent variable of this direct su decomposition.
For the case of band matrices, this exponential decay is of course well recognized in the special case of Toeplitz matrices, i.e. of constant coefficient difference equations.
Put if there is a worked-out theory for general band matrices to parallel the development in, say, Cbppel [41 for ordinary linear differential operators, I have not been able to find it. I have only seen discussions in which the bands are assumed to become constant
--i iiii1i
asymptotically.
All results concerning the exponential decay of inverses of hand matri-5 nan .
on the following theorem due to Demko with (3.4)
a.
-j~v~j
Suppose now that (3.3) is violated for some j r and j = s with r < 0 < s, andi assume without loss that r 4 -s and that j =r is the lamoest inteaer 4 -s 'or wc We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
